
Musicians know that a prelude is a short piece of music that often serves as a preface or 
introduction to a longer, more complex work. 

But if the app development agency, Rounded, and the owner of City Boy Records, Bruce Pegg, 
have their way, the term will soon take on a whole new meaning. In collaboration, they have 
created Prelude: an iPad app for bands and musicians that enables artists to meld audio, video, 
news, imagery, social media and tour info together into one cohesive, musical experience.

After pricing apps for artists on City Boy, Pegg realized there was an opportunity in the market. 
“The cost of developing even a basic app for a band was way beyond the reach of most up-and-
coming acts. I challenged Rounded to create an entry-level app that was within the budget of 
your average working band. They came up with an incredibly simple and elegant solution, and 
the idea for Prelude was born.”

“We've designed Prelude as a framework,”  says Andrew Farah, co-founder of Rounded, “This 
means artists can load Prelude with everything they need to keep fans informed and connected, 
all for a modest deposit and a low monthly fee.”

Rob Grazioli, also a Rounded co-founder, adds: “We don't sacrifice the one-of-a-kind experience. 
We're focused on that elusive magic between fan and band.  Prelude gives artists an affordable 
app that is as unique as they are.”

For musicians, however, there is one more important appeal. “Once purchased,”  says Pegg, “the 
app remains with the fan who buys it and is not transferable. Artists set the price, get the profit 
and no longer have to watch while their music is downloaded for free. This makes Prelude a real 
game changer.” 

Prelude for iPad will be available by the end of July, with further versions for different platforms 
and devices to appear in due course. Artists and labels interested in getting on board are 
encouraged to contact Bruce Pegg for more information: bruce@getprelude.com
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